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Babylon Tower 
 
Babylon tower is a famous ancient building, typical representative of one of many categories of 
resonant buildings, introduced by Nimrod. Although we could be aware of purpose, of some of 
categories of resonant buildings, because it is obviously, what still remains hidden is their unity 
based on common purpose, just because of missing explanation, which should be more accurately 
then Gods Will, as replacement of all missing reasons.  
 
Significance of reasonable understanding the principles of unifying all Atlantis resonant buildings, 
which together with natural resonant geographies objects, represent a huge resonant global network, 
lays in benefits of implementing these principals in wide range of applications, in order to reach the 
most optimal results.  
 
Let us just remember to some of resonant applications of Atlantis, along with their purpose, at least 
these, which had been implemented by Nimrod. Although buildings of Nimrod, Hettite leader, the 
son of Kush Kingdom, who unified Atlantis civilization upon inherited cultural treasuries, could be 
of different purpose, the common properties of all these categories, are that resonant buildings 
represent resonant constructions, which aim is to focus and amplify telluric energy. The quality of 
this telluric energy is similar to the quality of sound and light, thus the resonant structure of 
buildings could produce the effect of focusing and amplifying of the focused energy beam. The 
physical properties of resonant buildings, determine the properties of filter and frequency 
bandwidth of resulted energy beam. If the measures of particular object harmonically match the 
measures of planet Earth, the oscillations within the resonant object are going to be supported by 
the planetary oscillations, matching an all-pervasive background field. In this way, universal energy 
distribution is going to be established, as well as universal communication channel, along the 
focused standing wave beam.  
 
Upon of this matter of facts, all of Nimrods resonant buildings have had purpose of temples, but 
were also related to the freshwater springs. Amphitheaters have served for performing theater 
dramas. Labyrinths have been introduced to provide water springs at higher area, as well as to allow 
for irrigation of the fertile fields, supporting the food production and abundance of vegetation and 
life in general. The settlements have been built to match and resonantly amplify an energy beam, in 
which field the residence is very pleasant, since the life growth is supported within. Not only 
locations, but rather the shapes of buildings, and their roofs use to play important role in resulted 
field, along with shape of walls around the settlements. However, the most famous resonant 
building of Nimrod was a Babylon tower, being one of seven World Wonders of antic. The tower 
played the role of temple, but also of an irrigation system, accordingly to the reports about 
wonderful hanged gardens of Semiramis, they have been preserved until recently.  
 
Of these reasons, we are informed about capabilities of resonant buildings such as towers, to pull up 
the ground water at higher altitudes, and to irrigate the fertile fields around the water flow 
downstream, significantly enlarging the surface of fertile fields to be watered, thus the food 
production at all.  
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Implementing of ancient irrigation system 
 
Using an ancient idea, provided by actual knowledge about resonant landscape networking, as well 
as about Babylon tower, we could implement similar resonant buildings, not necessary of such a 
huge size and shape, in order to improve for irrigation in wide areas along the rivers and channels, 
and around the lakes, wherever the need for irrigation exists. The beneficial of such a system 
compared to modern irrigation systems, which consist of water pumps and pipes, lies in its 
longevity, depends on which material and strategy is going to be implemented. There are many 
possible kinds of resonant objects and shapes, which could be selected to match particular purpose, 
depends on location, available material, surrounded landscape, and needed capacity of water for 
irrigation purpose. In generally, smaller size of resonant hills are going to give smaller capacity of 
water then the bigger objects, but they are also going to pull the ground water up, and provide for 
better humidity in their surrounding, independently if the water springs are going to outbreak at 
their slopes or not. Building additional resonant objects on the top of the resonant hill, such as a 
tower surrounded with walls in form of concentric rings, is going to significantly improve for 
intensity of focused telluric energy field, thus to increase the chances for freshwater spring to 
outbreak near the resonant building walls.  
 
Depends on existing landscape, for instance in presence of some natural or artificial hill, we could 
just increase an energy beam intensity, selecting appropriate kind and size of resonant building, or 
we have to build a hill, in case it is not existing already. Instead of the hill, another forms of 
resonant objects could be selected. In any case, planning the system optimally is going to disclose 
unnecessary high investment, and to bring the best results. The best way to select optimal resonant 
objects and their location could be achieved implementing the measurement of energy field at 
significant points on a model, as a true copy of the landscape, below which should be implemented 
a generator of standing waves of bright frequency range, such as Tesla transformer with spark gap.  
 
In doing so, it would be possible to determine an optimal kind and size of resonant objects, along 
with their spatial locations, in order to achieve a highest intensity of electrical field, of their energy 
beams in their surroundings. An optimal measurement method should be determined, in order to get 
an accurate information, with an aim to avoid wrong choice to be made, thus to avoid the waist 
caused by wrong decision. The best way would be, however to 3D scan an area close over the 
landscape model, in order to get an accurate information about spatial energy distribution, 
visualizing the measurement results, in different scenarios of different kinds of resonant building 
models, in order to match the best combination, as well as to allow for optimal justifying on 
investment.  
 
This would be also an optimal method for repairing an existing resonant landscape network allover 
the world, on overall benefits, such as:  
 

− lowering an intensity and frequency of demolishing seismic activities, 
− establishing an cycling of underground water, supporting the water flow upwards, toward 

the freshwater springs at higher areas, along the telluric energy beams of high intensity 
− supporting an agricultural industry, by increasing surface of available fertile fields, along 

with reforesting of devastating landscapes, allowing abundance of life in general, and 
increasing the value of land simultaneously  

− allowing for micro-climatic beneficial by reforesting a wide areas in optimal way, 
implementing an universal fractal model, thus contributing to the global climatic change in 
beneficial way, as well as to increasing an overall harmony 
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Only some predictable benefits are listed above, which could be all together enough, to represent a 
fundamental frame for further global development of overall benefits. The real estimation could not 
be made easily, because of leak of information as result of benefits, which would represent the base 
of further development.  
 
This would be the foundation of real prosperity, in way described by famous inventor Nikola Tesla, 
who sad that the real prosperity will starts when the physics science merge meta-physics concept of 
the world inherited of our ancestors along the generations.  
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Instructions for building the resonant objects 
 
Regardless which kind of resonant form is going to be selected, the common properties of all 
resonant forms are related to resonant properties of planet Earth, as gateway to whole universe. 
Thus, the shape of resonant forms as well as size play significant role in reaching an aim to 
intensify an existing telluric field. Bearing in mind the acoustic resonant properties of bells, tubes, 
spheres, cups, pyramids, cubes, among the others resonant objects, we could make proper selection 
of resonant shape, as well as of material for building our particular irrigation network. The smaller 
object, the higher resonant frequency of object, along with the energy beam formed within the 
resonant object, accordingly to its shape and size. In turn, the bigger object, the lower resonant 
frequency. In the matter of fact, depends on shape of resonator, the frequency band is going to be 
determined, just like in case of, for instance acoustic guitar resonant body, which band with is 
extended due to combination of bright and narrow parts of acoustic resonator.  
 
Although the hills built of simple earth, would work such as resonant bells, an effect would be even 
amplified using the cover of hard material, placed under the last soil layer. Traditionally, applied 
covering could be build of simple clay sheets, such as it is plausible accordingly to example of 
Bosnian pyramids, at Visoko, near Sarajevo, which could be arranged in different ways to match 
resonant needs optimally. Along a time, the material of sheets is going to become harder, increasing 
its own density, accordingly to increasing an energy, caused by multiple reflection of its surface, 
just similar as it happens by a bell ringing, within a bell. The sheets must not be baked, only the 
clay should be prepared on such a way to avoid crack. Alternatively, the concrete sheets could be 
implemented. Some kind of binding the sheets among each other, is recommended to introduce in 
order to enlarge stability of the bell, so it could better ring. Depends on size of the resonant object, 
two or even three layers of the sheets could be introduced. The sheets in the next layer are placed in 
such a manner, to cover the joint lines of the first layer.  
 
Another possibility to build the resonant objects could be, using a hard material such as stone, just 
like in case of pyramids at Giza, Egypt. The stairs shaped pyramids, or even spiral pathways around 
cup shape, would also amplified the telluric filed, providing even better focusing, thus higher 
intensity. Depends on size of selected resonant object, some resonant caves and solid bodies could 
be build within the buildings, along with tunnels, to even better match the needs of focusing an 
energy field, as well as related to pulling up a ground water to flow upwards.  
 
Concerning the need to pull the ground water upwards, our resonant building should be filled 
mostly with some porous material, such as earth, to allow the water to flow upwards, along the 
focused standing wave beam. Furthermore, the measures of object should match the resonance of 
Earth. The best way to do this is to measure the profile line of the bell shape, from base till the top 
of the hill. The length should be ten based harmonic of Schumann resonant frequency of 7.83 Hz, 
thus in range of 7.5 till 8 Hz. Matching the quarter, the half, or the tree quarter of resonant 
frequency multiplied by some power of ten, would keep the resonant object in harmony with planet, 
thus with whole universe, accordingly to experiences and shared knowledge of many researchers, 
and inventors such as Nikola Tesla. It means, the length of line should amount 1.88 – 2 m, 3.75 – 4 
m, 5.63 – 6 m, 7.5 – 8 m, 9.38 – 10 m, 11.25 – 12 m, 13.13 – 14 m, 15 – 16 m and so on. Another 
level of graduation could follow the same array, being just multiplied by 10. We should bear in 
mind that Schumann resonant frequency of planet Earth depends on season, thus in winter is lower, 
since the electricity went deeper into the ground, and consequently a distance to ionosphere 
increase. In summertime electricity is coming back to the surface, due to plants, which pull the 
water up, so the wet soil conductivity is increased, and the distance between the both conductive 
surfaces of planetary capacitor, thus the ground and ionosphere would also decrease, with 
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consequence that the resonant frequency is going to increase.  
 
The height of an object also plays significant role, therefore should follow the same rule as in case 
of bell profile line length of the resonant hill. The resonant object could be built as multistage 
amplifier, consists of several, different stages, which all should follow the same rule, thus the steps 
between the next stages, in their own height or length should be of step length. An image below 
shows one possible example of resonant object, matched harmonically to the resonance of planet 
Earth.  
 

The profile bell line length, as well as basic radius and step, thus height of an object, all match an 
integer multiple of a quarter of Schumann resonance in meters. There are several possibilities to 
examine an resonant building to match presented schema, such as solid object in shape of bell, or 
even cut at third stage, being as 12 m as high. The step area within would significantly increase an 
intensity of focused energy beam, regardless if the building is going to be covered with material to 
match a shape of bell or not. Furthermore, the basic shape of building could be square, circle or 
even polygon. The object could have a platform at the top above, but also a tower to match a next 
step and one more amplification stage. Inner stairway building could be made of any material, but 
the walls should be perforated and space between filled with some porous material, such as sand, 
mixed with an earth, grit and small stones, to allow the water to flow through it, also if soil mixture 
is dry. The walls could be build from the base up, but also the first step could be filled with 
material, then the next wall could be build, and so on. This building strategy would spare some 
material, for similar effect. In doing so, it would be advisable to use some kind of base for wall, 
such as concrete columns, of two meters long. In this particular case six such a columns should be 
placed along the circumference of circle base, regular distanced of each other. In doing so we are 
going to match a hexagram polygon, the shape related to the snowflake, as well as to the double 
vortex, and to get even better results of amplified focused telluric energy field, along with increased 
resonant building stability.  
 
The total size of object could also be a half of this one presented on the schematic diagram above, 
matching the step to be of a = 2 m, and height of 8 m, with extended column on the top above of 
5.5 m length, and quarter of meter in diameter, so that it would be buried 1.5 m deep in the middle 
of the tower, being 4 m height.  
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In the middle of an object, the solid clay spherical object, of one, or even two meters in diameter 
could be placed, so that its center is going to be located slightly over the surface of a field. The 
surrounding of the sphere could be covered by a quarter of meter thick fine corn grit layer. The 
spherical body is going to play a role of resonant energy storage and amplifier, thus it is going to 
exciting the whole building, such as in case of bell, just in static application.  
 
At the horizontal surfaces it would be possible to plant some ornamental plants, which are going to 
fill an area around the stair cup, to match the shape of bell. All plants would pull additionally the 
water up with their roots, contributing in this way to the total water flow.  
 
Such a resonant building could even allow the water spring to outbreak at one third of its total 
height or even above, depends on level of ground water. In some particular cases, such as in case 
the location of the resonant building is nearby water channel, river, lake or the like, this would 
represent solution of longevity irrigation system. The water could be conducted toward the wished 
distanced fields, using some pipes and force of gravity. Depends on the water source capacity, and 
location, appropriate waterproof vessel, or even though the system of connected vessels, could be 
integrated in building, to keep the harmony, and to allow for easier water distribution.  
 
Combining similar resonant objects to build the group, would significantly improve for intensities 
of energy field within any particular object, as well as the whole group of objects, thus for overall 
performance of the irrigation system. Although grouping the objects has an immense influence to 
the total results, a lot of different possibilities could be made, in order to optimally match 
arrangement depends on particular landscape and needs.  
 
We should just bear in mind, that we would not need any additional energy, to pump water high, 
thus it would be of huge benefits for many agricultural communities, since such kind of the water 
pump doesn't need any, or very few maintenance, depends on circumstances and material used for 
building it.  
 

 
 
For illustration, let us estimate how many water could we save in smallest of the resonant towers, 
shown at image above. Concerning that we succeeded to pull the water up until the first step of the 
resonant bell, at two meters height, and that we have built the waterproof tank at whole available 
surface around the ring of ten meters of middle diameter, two meters wide, and just as quarter of 
meter deep, we could collect approximately 15 tons of water within. Even though if we would use 
only part of available surface, the total amount of weight would still be several tons. This matter of 
fact has to be included in construction plan, in order to inshore the building for static last.  
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How the water flows upwards 
 
Let us try to demystify due to increasing an understanding, the physical processes of flowing the 
water stream upwards, against the gravity force. How is it possible to allow the water to flow 
upwards underground? We could be aware of one another plausible physical process of flowing the 
water upwards against the gravity force, as for example by capillary conducting the water stream 
upwards, such in case of trees. This process seems to be clear to us, since it is scientific explained, 
and furthermore it is represented in chemistry labs exercising, as part of standard education. But 
how are we going to correlate this physical occurrence with Babylon tower, and its capability to 
pull up the ground water, to allow the water springs to outbreak at altitudes above the base of the 
tower. One more time to reiterate, the Babylon tower is just a symbol in this particular case, since 
we trying to understand and to implement some similar resonant objects and principles with an aim 
to enormously enlarge agricultural production, increasing justifying on investment due to spearing 
an energy needs, necessary for irrigation.  
 
We could be aware of presence of numerous water springs, allover the world, correlated to the 
resonant capabilities of numerous kind of buildings, along with natural acoustic resonant objects 
such as hills, mountains, valleys, or the like. We have already mentioned numerous of correlations 
between the freshwater springs and resonant buildings in our former works, such as in Art 
Landscape – Heritaghe of Atlantis and Castle-Hills – Crowns of the Hills. Just bear in mind the 
similarities among described resonant buildings with ringing bell. We could match correlation to the 
Joe's cell, the resonant form which consists of numerous metal cylinders of different diameters and 
heights, situated within each other axially symmetric, used for unexpectedly high increasing an 
efficiency of electrolytic water dissociation.  
 
Furthermore, accordingly to the results of investigation of many researchers in this field, we could 
pull up in awareness that the water springs match the common center of double square or even 
though triangle based Fibonacci vortexes, such as in case of very good documented results of 
investigation of resonant capabilities of Rtanj mountain, in Serbia. The conclusions of these 
investigations, shared at the related link, are teaching us about significant resonant forms and their 
relation to the molecule of water. In hexagonal form of snowflake we could find the double 
vortexes of opposed directions, concerning that one triangle of the cultivated mountain peak of 
Rtanj, with an angle of 105 degrees, which corresponds to angle of valence boundaries between the 
atoms of hydrogen and oxygen, the constitutive particles of the molecule of water. Furthermore, 
being water molecule related, triangle based Fibonacci vortex, represents a bridge which bypass the 
micro and macro fractal level of energy imprinted within the fixed fractal frame of mater, merging 
in this way the underground water molecules with mountain peak shape.  
 
On the other side, we have researchers and inventors such as John Searl, and Edward Leedscalnin, 
whose inventions based upon the Vaimanika Shastra, an ancient Indian knowledge base, about 
many kinds of flying vehicles, described in many details. In respect to Sir John Searl, let us mention 
his terminology correction, he has suggested and explained, replacing the term anti-gravity with 
inverse gravity field. The point is that the gravitational force is not neglected, applying the resonant 
devices, but rather temporarily inverted, in local environmental area, allowing the vehicle to levitate 
within.  
 
As an acknowledgment of Searl effect, a report of scientific experiment upon inverse gravity, has 
been published by Russian Academy of Science. The conclusion of accurately made measurement 
results, has revealed the principals of inverse gravity field, as cascade of axial symmetric concentric 
rings, which intensity is focused in the middle, and decrease in Gauss or bell-shape curve with the 
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distance of the center of device. The results of experiment have shown, that heavy equipment has 
reduced its weight along running, although only particular amplification of the field takes place.  
 
Exactly the same shape of field is used in case of our irrigation system. The walls of concentric 
circles made resonant building, form the shape of telluric field, to exactly match the energy field to 
cause invert gravitational force underneath and within the resonant bell of the hill. Thus an inverted 
gravitational field causes the water to flow upwards, within an area of influence. The underground 
water is going to be pulled up in bell-shape form, following the shape of resonant object, and even 
though to outbreak high enough to can flow downstream along provided waterway to irrigate the 
distant fields.  
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Possible usage 
 
The resonant hill object in form of flat bell with mast on the top above, has been very long term in 
use allover the world. Although the simple irrigation system has been used very long term in 
flatland areas, such as allover the Panyonian flatland, the ground of former Panyonian see, due to 
the lack of knowledge, the system has stopped to be used, proclaimed to be superstitious, thus even 
has been of this reason removed. The water was not pulled up to outbreak at the hills slope, but 
rather, the level of the ground water has been pulled up closer to the field surface, in order to 
increase the humidity of an earth, providing support for the plants to grow. The efficiency of 
irrigating system could be adjusted, leveling the height of the mast, to avoid both excessive, as well 
as too low soil moisture. The flat, wide hill slopes of the resonant object could also be cultivated on 
agricultural purpose. The principal is simple expressed, the same as described in previous chapter in 
case of resonant tower, the bell-ringing principal.  
 

 
I can remember my childhood, at late sixties of the last century, when I use to ride in a carriage, 
with my cousins, during the summer holiday, to reach the distant fields, at Banat flatland, north 
Serbia, that I've noticed such unusual applications, and have asked the cousins what for could it be. 
The resonant application has looked like a long mast without any flag, stabbed at the top of the 
wide, flat hill, in the middle of the desolate agricultural field, seemingly with no any sense possible 
to be reached. The cousin said to me that it is some strange old German irrigation system, which 
doesn't work plausible, and that the leveling of the masts height should affect the soil moisture, but 
however since this was not proved in practice, it seemed to be a kind of hokes-pokes. Later on, after 
the masts have been removed and hills have been leveled, thus the fields could be easier cultivated, 
the difference in soil moister could be noticed. Although the difference of soil moisture was not 
remarkable, it was reported, after removing, that irrigation system has had effect, since along the 
hot summer months, slightly increasing of humidity could affect the harvest results significantly.  
 
Accordingly to the famous brain storming methodology, or even better described in this particular 
case, accordingly to associative memory, we could pull up in our awareness the high level of 
similarity of this strange old German irrigation system with traditional description of Irminsul, 
preserved in German mythology. At this place, I'd like, one more time, to suggest the correction of 
traditional name, of Irminsul, to better match the traditional description, as In-mir-Sul, which 
means: the light column within myself. Just simple awareness about this, demystifies a lot of about 
the original place where the implementation of legendary symbol tuck place. The question, where is 
In-mir-Sul is plausible answered in this way. It is within us, since every single human being 
represents a wave guide, the focused radio wave of telluric origin, spread as a laser beam along the 
body, till the Core on one side, passing through all Heavens on the other side. In similar way, we 
have put the light on another ancient Hebrew implementation of Inmirsul as resonant irrigation 
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system. Just try to understand the meaning of Hebrew, thus Er-bräu on German language, one who 
brews vine or bear, thus one who is German ab-origin. Another plausible meaning of Hebrew is 
Hero, in Slavic languages Heroy, even though much closer to original term. In this way we could be 
aware of existing unity of Hebrews, German, Slavic, Roman, Arabic originate people, as well as all 
the others, especially native people, which are all together related to heritage of Atlantis, a global 
civilization, which is still present allover the world, regardless of racial, spatial, or traditional 
differences among them, since united together, an inherited treasuries, which support unity, magnify 
in both way, in quantity but also in quality of information.  
 
The principle of dividing to rule, due to providing the conflicts among different groups of people, 
could be related to the time before Romans, to ancestors of Theseus, who have demolished Babylon 
tower, accordingly to Biblical reports. If we remember that false hero Theseus has demolished 
another irrigation system of Minoan origin, the Labyrinth, which is obviously similar in many 
aspects with another resonant buildings of same architect, amphitheater, then we could be aware of 
replacement of freedom and unity build upon heritage of Atlantis, by disunity and slavery of Attica, 
introduced by Theseus. On the other hand, the architect of Babylon tower, has been exactly the 
same one, who has build all another resonant buildings, with similar capabilities and properties. The 
knowledge about this ancient technology is preserved all around the world, along with numerous 
evidences, in form of traditional implementation of agricultural food production, as well as building 
of resonant temples, and taking care about the resonant landscape network, as far as possible.  
 
This is one more reason to believe that the names of Nimrod and Hebrew are one and the same. The 
etymology of the name is described in more details in my previous works, such as Art Landscape – 
Heritage of Atlantis, and Castle-Hills – Crowns of the Hills.  
 
Furthermore, the message is clear: The freedom is holy and nobody can steal it. The true is holy and 
nobody can replace it with some cheep lies. Everything what is in harmony with Whole is holy. 
Consequently, the holy treasuries inherited of our ancestors, are of common purpose, thus should 
not be neither proclaimed to be private property nor hidden of for instance being expert reasons, but 
rather shared and wide implemented, the more the better, in intention to increase an overall 
harmony, and support an abundance of life, love and peace.  
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Conclusion 
 
We have described in this work principal of working of resonant ancient irrigation system, of 
unknown ages. All measures and sizes mentioned above are given on clarifying purpose, thus the 
real size of the resonant object should be determined to achieve the harmony with resonant 
landscape, considering particular local needs. Since the resonant frequency of any body depends on 
its shape and size, and our aim is to match the resonant case with the whole planet, as gateway to 
the whole universe, the shortest length amounts approximately the quarter of the meter, which 
would be equal to one span, an old measure of ancient times. Next measure is of half of meter, 
corresponds to one cubit, as well as one meter would correspond to one pace. Doubled pace equals 
two meters, since this length equals the quarter of eight, which equals the longitudinal resonant 
frequency of planet Earth, since Schumann resonance frequency amounts 7.83 thus 8 Hz. This is the 
main reason of keeping long time these measures till recently, since matching the resonant 
frequency of planet Earth had been an aim of ancient architects, to keep the universal harmony, and 
to get countless additional benefits.  
 
All explained principals, should be proven due to build prototypes of the resonant buildings of 
relatively smaller sizes, in order to acquire additional knowledge accordingly to the experience, 
which could in turn be implemented worldwide, in wide range of applications, wherever need for 
improving the harmony exists. It would be recommended to share this information free, in order to 
prevent collapse of planetary system to be completed, since we are within the process of canceling 
the global life, unfortunately. In doing so, we’re going to improve for efficiency of revealing the 
harmony worldwide, essential for supporting abundance of life to grow and spread allover the world 
and far beyond, across the Whole Universe.  
 
Resonant landscape network system represents harmonic development of the natural resonant 
response on planetary vibrations, expressed at the relief of the Crust. Human impact on 
environmental surrounding, due to intelligent building the resonant buildings, which are integrated 
into the resonant network, contributing to overall resonant power are increasing the total efficiency 
of the global resonant landscape network system, due to increasing the overall energy fields 
intensity. Accordingly to this Holy Knowledge, the human impact on the environmental 
surrounding have to improve for overall harmony with the Whole Universe, with full respect, to the 
life in general. Falsified balance between evil and good, between death and life, just like between 
night and day, which in black and white uniform style of opposed qualities which fight each other, 
intend to replace an overall harmony, have to be recognized as the trap which is installed with an 
aim to cause collapse, disasters, death in general, thus have to be removed urgently and efficiently, 
in order to prevent for total collapse. Afterword, we would be capable to improve the living 
conditions, to live together unified in one harmonically unity which contributes of numerous life 
species, capable to live in peace, to support harmony, and overall prosperity, being in doing so 
supported by the Whole Universe due to resonant power of Love, basic information imprinted 
within the all-pervasive background energy field, the highest force of Universe.  
 
Disharmony across the planet Earth, originate in presence of numerous, on the first sight different 
parasitic species of cuckoo behaviors, which all of them are sharing similar properties, along the 
artificial grafted DNA sequence, among each others, causing the huge damages to the whole 
system. The parasitic species are cuckoo, giant squids, hornets, and band-worms among at least 
seven giants and seven dwarf another species, which share together this genomic DNA poisonous 
sequence, accordingly to the information of our ancestors. Our duty as the keepers of the life and 
harmony is to out figure the way to remove the causes of disasters, bearing in mind that some 
people blended with their ambitions, gold and might, are living in symbiotic relationship with 
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parasites imitating their behaviors, are fighting to keep these species alive.  
 
In spite of these facts, we should be aware of the existence of very simple thus practical applicable 
methods to efficiently remove the pest globally, all parasitic species at once, preserving in doing so 
all another life species capable to live in harmony, inclusively the humanity, of total collapse. These 
methods are described in more details in another books of mine, which you could find listed in 
Links chapter at the end of this work. All man made buildings, are projected with an aim to 
contribute to overall harmony due to resonant power, regardless if their are unique, or if there are 
many objects similar to each other, which contributing to resonant landscape network. Carefully 
selected locations, orientations, and position within the group of resonant objects, play significant 
role to the total efficiency of the resonant application. The ancient buildings could be used as the 
sources of ideas, which could be re-implemented recently in building new or repairing existing 
objects, due to understanding their resonant aspects. We should bear in mind, that such the resonant 
relationship toward the world had been very wide spread and implemented very long time across 
the world, so that many additional information have been kept in numerous traditions worldwide, 
such like it is the case with the Chinese traditional Feng Shui, which exactly matches the purpose of 
keeping and improving the harmony of the global resonant landscape network. In spite of the full 
respect to the traditional treasuries, we should not limit us to any collection of the rules, without to 
understand the reasons why they should be introduced. Thanks to the modern measurement 
technology, and understanding the aims of ancient traditions, we could merge them together, in 
order to easily check the impact of implementation to existing structures. Instead of just keeping the 
rules, we could use given pool of information as source of inspiration, creating the new unique 
object as artistic work with full functionality. Simple merging metaphysical and scientific 
knowledge, to match together without conflicts and friction, we’re going to get resonant case with 
significantly improved, thus magnified results. The information about how to implement this 
merged knowledge in practice could be found in Harmony Supporting Applications, illustrated on 
several examples to improve for understanding the main principles which are already implemented 
in universe, in general.  
 
In this work explained principles represent the base of understanding of the resonant buildings, 
which all the times have contributed to healing the environmental surrounding space. Once 
understood properly, in this book explained principals could be implemented to heal the space 
globally, just due to revealing and repairing particularly damaged already existing resonant global 
network, for the sake of overall benefits of all leaving beings, thus abundance of life in general. 
This information should be understood as initiative to initialize an initiative in order to organize the 
projects, regardless of their size and complexity, which could be supported by international funds, 
since they are of common interests. On the other hand, there is not known that it is not allowed to 
build the freshwater spring in our own yards and gardens, to allow for draining the fields, to allow 
for increased harvest, establishing simple cycling of water in vertical way. In the devastated areas, 
the reforesting is of huge importance, replanting the different kinds of plants, organized in fractal 
groups, which are going to spread along the time, and finally to merge together. Forests are of high 
importance for pulling the underground water closer to the ground surface, since they have deep and 
wide spread roots, which hold the soil wet and compact, similar to the crowns of the trees, which all 
together pull the clouds above them in the skies, because of necessary rain, helping to establish in 
this way the atmospheric water circulation again in this area, and beyond. This would be essential 
process for spreading rapidly the forests across the devastated landscapes, turning the life back, and 
increasing the value of the land. Our duty as human beings, independently of specialization, 
religion, confession, teams membership, own interests and local differences, is to work together to 
the holy duty of revealing the global resonant network, understanding that local is just one particle 
of global, pretending to impact the whole in good way, simultaneously achieving our local jobs 
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aims, so that the whole could response to us in turn even better as the reflection of our good giving, 
good intentions, based on love and resonance power, to overall benefits and prosperity, to reach 
finally peace and harmony, the base of any real prosperity.  
 
May Peace, Love, Harmony, and Light being with you.  
 
Vladimir Mikael 
Berlin, 2015 
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Gratitude 
 
Special thanks to everybody who supported me to finish and publish this work. I'd appreciate if you 
would have interest to read another works of mine, of them some are also available at Amazon in 
kindle format, such as Universal Fractal Model – The Harmony of Universe. Even you could get the 
short book free of charge, buying it would support me to get better score, thus the information is 
going to be spread even better. This would support me to write furthermore. Thanks for supporting 
me, and in doing so for contributing additionally in reestablishing the overall harmony. Thousand 
thanks to everybody who could support me financially, since the need is huge concerning 
obligations toward my family, in order to could finish my writing job in appropriate time. To do so, 
you could by the virtual product, or some of eBooks, or even though you could be a member of 
kindle unlimited program, free of charge one month long and read all this book in eBook format for 
free, simultaneously supporting author financially, since the far the selected book is red over 10%, 
the author could cash his crunches of cake, just like the book is soled. Thanks for loving the globe, 
along with Whole Universe. Peace, Love and Harmony with you. 
 
Some additional information and aspects about Inmirsul, you can get at related link.  
 
 
God save the Queen!  
 
 
I love Rocky Rock around the clocky-clock,  
around the world and far, far beyond! 
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eBooks by Vladimir Mikael 
Inmirsul aspects 
Rtanj 
inverse gravity effect confirmation 
little brave tailorhood ode 
 
 

 
 
 


